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HCL launches SoFy, the Cloud Native Solution Factory and
HCL Now, a Cloud-Native-as-a-Service offering
New York, USA/Noida, India, July 20, 2021: HCL Technologies, (HCL), a leading global
technology company, today unveiled HCL SoFy, the Cloud Native solution factory and HCL Now,
a Cloud-Native-as-a-service offering. The two new additions further enhance the company’s
#HCLCloudSmart offering.
SoFy and HCL Now offerings are a result of the significant investments HCL has made towards
evolving and modernizing its product portfolio, along with its long-term Cloud Native
commitment. In the past year alone, HCL Software division has announced 22 major product
releases, 10 new product modules, 390 total product releases, and over 900 enhancements.
Aligned with the #HCLCloudSmart journey, HCL Software’s Cloud Native strategy combines a
technical platform rooted in the most widely adopted Cloud Native technologies with the choice
and freedom that allows each customer to adopt Cloud Native in a way that best meets their own
specific business objectives.
HCL SoFy, the foundational Cloud-Native platform, allows clients to deploy enterprise software
in minutes on their Cloud of choice, without vendor lock-in, and scale to enterprise needs. Key
features of SoFy include:
• HCL Software at Your Fingertips: easy access to 50 product components, 2,000+
REST API endpoints, and Cloud Native demos.
• One-click Deployment: the ability to deploy HCL Software in minutes with the innovative
SoFy platform.
• Multi-cloud, Multi-choice: enable implementation of a multi-Cloud strategy, run on any
Cloud, public or private.
HCL Now unlocks the full potential of HCL’s Product and Service capabilities on a Cloud platform
of client’s choice. The Cloud-Native-as-a-Service offers:
• Cloud Native Now: enterprise-grade availability, unlimited scalability and flexibility built
from the ground-up as Cloud-Native along with dedicated, secure environments deployed
and managed on public Cloud of choice.
• Experts-On-Demand: reduced risk and cost while transitioning to Cloud Native,
empowered and enabled by our Cloud and HCL product experts.
• More for Less, No Lock-in: software and customization investments portability to any
Cloud, public or private as well as shared initial investment to kickstart your
transformation.
“The foundations of our architectural strategy, Cloud Native and API First, gives our clients
the ability to rapidly innovate new capabilities and components across our products – from
automation, DevOps, commerce and marketing, digital solutions and security”, said Darren
Oberst, Sr. Corporate Vice President & Head, HCL Software. “It gives strategic choices to
our clients to avoid ‘lock-in’ and have the flexibility to control their data, mix-and-match among
different tools, and to build their own solution architecture”, he added.

HCL SoFy and HCL Now’s Cloud Native capabilities depend only on Kubernetes and remain
completely Cloud agnostic. This flexibility allows easy migration across Cloud
providers, increased business agility, reduced risk, and allows customers to implement a multiCloud strategy.
HCL is a Gold Member of Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF.io) as well as Cloud Native
Foundation (CNF) and is also on the Governing Board of Cloud Foundry Foundation (CFF).
For more information, view this on-demand webinar and visit, https://www.hcltechsw.com/cloudnative.
About HCL Technologies
HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade, today. HCL’s
Mode 1- 2-3 strategy, based on its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and
entrepreneurial culture of Ideapreneurship™, enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.
HCL offers its services and products through three business units: IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS) and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises
to transform their businesses through offerings in the areas of applications, infrastructure, digital process
operations and next generational digital transformation solutions. ERS offers engineering services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering. P&P provides modernized
software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements. Through its
cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities and broad global network, HCL delivers holistic
services in various industry verticals, categorized as Financial Services, Manufacturing, Technology &
Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences & Healthcare and Public Services.
As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility,
sustainability and education initiatives. For the 12 months ended June 30, 2021 HCL had consolidated
revenue of US$ 10.54 B. Its 176,499 Ideapreneurs operate out of 50 countries.
For more information, visit www.hcltech.com

Forward–looking Statement
Certain statements in this release are forward-looking statements, which involve a number of risks,
uncertainties, assumptions and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those
in such forward-looking statements. All statements, other than statements of historical fact are statements
that could be deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to the statements containing
the words 'planned', 'expects', 'believes’,’ strategy', 'opportunity', 'anticipates', 'hopes' or other similar
words. The risks and uncertainties relating to these statements include, but are not limited to, risks and
uncertainties regarding impact of pending regulatory proceedings, fluctuations in earnings, our ability to
manage growth, intense competition in IT services, business process outsourcing and consulting services
including those factors which may affect our cost advantage, wage increases in India, customer
acceptances of our services, products and fee structures, our ability to attract and retain highly skilled
professionals, our ability to integrate acquired assets in a cost-effective and timely manner, time and cost
overruns on fixed-price, fixed-timeframe contracts, client concentration, restrictions on immigration, our
ability to manage our international operations, reduced demand for technology in our key focus areas,
disruptions in telecommunication networks, our ability to successfully complete and integrate potential
acquisitions, the success of our brand development efforts, liability for damages on our service contracts,
the success of the companies /entities in which we have made strategic investments, withdrawal of
governmental fiscal incentives, political instability, legal restrictions on raising capital or acquiring
companies outside India, and unauthorized use of our intellectual property, other risks, uncertainties and
general economic conditions affecting our industry. There can be no assurance that the forward-looking
statements made herein will prove to be accurate, and issuance of such forward-looking statements should

not be regarded as a representation by the Company, or any other person, that the objective and plans of
the Company will be achieved. All forward-looking statements made herein are based on information
presently available to the Management of the Company and the Company does not undertake to update
any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time by or on behalf of the Company.
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